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Bessel’s inequality, 65, 109

Cauchy sequence, 95

Cauchy–Schwarz inequality, 51

characteristic function of a set, 171

closed set, 82

closure of a set, 83

complete orthonormal set, see orthonormal

basis

completeness

of an inner product space, 95

of ℓ2, 99–102

of the L2 spaces, 102–103

of Rn, 98–99

in an inner product space, 52

component and projection of one vector on

another

in the Gram–Schmidt process, 59

in Rn, 2–3

conjugate symmetry, 221

convergence of sequences

in C
(

[−1, 1]
)

, 88–90

in an inner product space, 80–82

in ℓ2, 85–88

in Rn, 84–85

convergence of series in an inner product

space, 90

Daubechies scaling function(s) and wavelet(s)

extremal phase solution, 187, 207, 208

graphs of, 197

for N = 2, 200–205

non-differentiable from the right at

dyadic numbers, 204–205

partition of identity, 200–201

partition of unity, 200–201

self-similar or fractal behaviour, 200–203

scaling coefficients for N = 1, 185, 239–240

scaling coefficients for N = 2, 185–186, 240

scaling coefficients for N = 3, 186, 241–242

scaling coefficients for N ≥ 4, 186–187, 242

Daubechies wavelet(s), see Daubechies

scaling function(s) and wavelet(s)

dense set, 84

dilation, see scaling, dilation and translation

direct sum, 116, 149

distance defined by norm, 54

dot product in Rn, 2

dyadic

interval(s), 192

number(s), 21, 192, 195, 214–215

Fourier analysis and synthesis, 14

Fourier coefficients, see Fourier series

Fourier integral transform, see Fourier

transform

Fourier series

in a finite-dimensional inner product space,

65

in a Hilbert space, 110

pointwise convergence of, 112–114

trigonometric in L2([−π, π]
)

, 13

Fourier synthesis, see Fourier analysis and

synthesis

Fourier transform, 227

and scaling, dilation and translation,

231–232

fundamental relations

augmented system of, 184

system of, 165, 166, 176
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Gram–Schmidt process, 57–62

Haar wavelet, 18, 127–128

approximation spaces and detail spaces,

133–137

coefficient with respect to, 22

multiresolution analysis of, 128–131

orthonormal basis corresponding to, 21

scaling coefficients for, 154

scaling equation for, 154

scaling function of, 131

series expansion with respect to, 21

wavelet equation of, 156

Hilbert space, definition of, 95

inner product, see inner product space(s)

inner product space(s)

complex, 221

definition of, 42

examples of

C(I), 44

C
(

[−π, π]
)

, 11

F(I), 10

L2(I), 45

ℓ2, 8, 43

L2([−π, π]
)

, 12

L2(R), 18

R
n, 2, 43

interchanging sums with inner products and

norms, 90–94

Kronecker delta, 3

Lebesgue integral, 39

Lebesgue integration

compared with Riemann integration,

103–105

of complex-valued functions, 219

Legendre polynomials, 61–62

length, see norm, in Rn

magnitude, see norm, in Rn

maximal orthonormal set, see orthonormal

basis

moment(s)

of a function, 180

of order m, 180

vanishing

to order m, 180

and scaling coefficients, 181

and smoothness, 181

multiresolution analysis

definition of, 146

and projections, 146–149

scaling coefficients of, 154

scaling equation of, 154

scaling function of, 146

wavelet equation of, 156

norm

in an inner product space, 51

in Rn, 2

orthogonal complement, 116

orthogonal projection, see projection

orthogonality

in an inner product space, 56

in Rn, 3

orthonormal basis, 9

of Haar wavelet ‘copies’ in L2(R), 21–22,

107

in a Hilbert space, 105

in ℓ2, 106–107

in Rn, 106

of trigonometric functions in L2([−π, π]
)

,

107

orthonormality

in an inner product space, 56

in Rn, 3

Parseval’s relation, 65, 110

projection, 66

and best approximation, 68–73

into a complete subspace, 109, 114–115

into a finite-dimensional subspace, 64–73

of one vector on another, see component

and projection of one vector on another

Riemann integral, 38

scaling, dilation and translation, 20

square-integrable function(s), 38

square-summable sequence(s), 36, 37

support of a function, 19

translation, see scaling, dilation and translation

triangle inequality, 52, 54

trigonometric polynomial(s), 225

‘square root’ of, 238

unit vector(s), 51, 52

in Rn, 2, 78
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vector space(s)

axioms for, 32

complex, 220

definition of, 31–33

examples of

C(I), 38

Ck(I), 38

C∞(I), 38

C
(

[−π, π]
)

, 11

F(I), 10, 38

ℓ2, 8

ℓ2(Z), 37

ℓp for 1 < p < ∞, 40

ℓ∞, 40

L2([−π, π]
)

, 12

L2(R), 18

Lp(I) for 1 < p < ∞, 124

R
n, 2, 35

R
∞, 6, 35

subspace criterion, 34

subspace of, 34

wavelet equation, 177

wavelet(s)

approximation spaces and detail spaces,

152

characterisation of orthonormality,

232

construction from multiresolution analysis,

150–152

Daubechies, see Daubechies wavelet(s)

definition of, 150

in Fourier domain

quadrature mirror filters, 235

scaling filter, 233

smoothness and support, 158–159

wavelet filter, 235

Haar, see Haar wavelet
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